
So Easy a Cave Man Can Do It…
Leaning and Scraping Pegs

Countersteering is just the first
part of the cornering process. As
the bike rolls over to the angle of
lean you think is about right for
the corner, you allow the front
wheel to recenter. The front tire
pushing the bike toward the turn
generates "centrifugal force". The
bike is kept from falling over by
centrifugal force balanced against
gravity.

In a recent article by Misti Hurst in Motorcycle Mojo
magazine she discusses the fear that some riders have of
leaning their bike. Not many of us have trouble riding our
bikes in a straight line. When the motorcycle is upright we
are confident and comfortable. Lean it over though and
things start to get a bit more interesting.

Many newer riders are initially nervous about leaning into
a turn because they think that the bike will fall over if it is
leaned over too far. They are nervous about losing grip and
having the tires slip while banked over, or worse start to drag
parts of the bike. The lack of understanding, or experience,
with a bikes mass, inertia and gravity can create fear which
causes us to react in ways that make the situation worse. To
resist leaning we compensate by counter-leaning.

Unfortunately counter-leaning (leaning your body away
from the direction of the turn) actually steals traction away
from the motorcycle and can make the situation worse.

The way this works is that when a bike begins to lean over
the immediate reaction of many is to lean their body in the
opposite direction in the hope that it will stop the bike from
leaning over and that it will give us more grip and traction.
What actually happens though is that the bike leans over
more because you are pushing it down and away from you.
So even though you are further from the ground, the bike is
closer to the ground meaning that the tires will have less
traction and you are more likely to drag pegs or exhaust
pipes.

To prevent this and to ensure you get through corners
smoothly try not to tense up on the bike and make sure that
your body is leaning with your bike into and through the
corners. Maintain good smooth throttle control – slowing
before the corner and then rolling on throughout the entire
corner. In this way you maximize available traction which
results in a stable bike that will maintain a predictable line.
Try not to cut the gas or gun it while in a corner and always
follow your eyes through the corner. Look ahead to where
you want to go.

So how do we learn to ride this smoothly? As with
everything else… practice!

Find a large empty parking lot and practice weaving the
bike back and forth as if you are doing a series of big
sweeping S-turns. Relax and allow your body to follow the
bike as it banks through the corners. As you get more
comfortable with this you will notice that the bike has a nice
fluid feel and that your riding feels smoother.

The actions of
countersteering:


